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Q4 2022 Quarterly fund update For Professional Clients
This document has been produced for professional advisers for discussion with 
existing investors who are familiar with investment terminology. Capital at Risk.Future World Multi-Index

Legal & General Future World  
ESG Multi-Index 5 Fund
Unit Trust (NURS non-complex) C-Class GBP Acc

What's the story?
The final quarter of 2022 brought some relief to investors as risk assets saw a broad rally due to a cooling 
of inflation in the US and Europe. Despite some December falls, all major equity markets managed gains for 
the full quarter, with UK and European equities outperformed their US peers.
European economies benefited from a continued fall in energy prices, as warm weather helped preserve 
natural gas stores, softening the slowdown in GDP growth. While the Bank of England persevered with 
steady rate hikes, the US Federal Reserve and European Central Bank began to slow the pace. That first 
allowed for some recovery in bond markets, but central banks messaging stayed hawkish into year end, 
leading again to higher yields and an overall flat return for most sovereign bond markets in the quarter. 
The slowdown in US rate hikes did, however, bring an end to the US dollar’s relentless march higher. Most 
currencies gained against the dollar, with pound sterling gaining around 8%.
The UK’s political turmoil continued, as Rishi Sunak became the UK’s third prime minister of the year after 
Liz Truss resigned. Sunak’s promise of greater fiscal restraint reassured gilt markets, with 10-year gilt yields 
ending the quarter at 3.7%, nearly 1% below September’s peak.
In emerging markets, Chinese assets were particularly volatile over the quarter, selling off sharply in October 
as President Xi secured a third term in office, with no clear successor appointed at the 20th Chinese 
Communist Party National Congress. Later in the period Chinese markets rallied sharply in response to 
a government policy pivot, which signalled an end to China’s ‘zero COVID’ policy and a reopening of the 
economy.
Meanwhile credit performed strongly with spreads tightening steadily over the quarter. Within alternatives, 
most asset classes delivered positive returns except for UK property, which was challenged by higher 
interest rates and a contracting UK economy.

Performance (%)
12 months to 31 December  2022  2021  2020  2019  2018

Fund -9.97 - - - -

Source: Lipper, LGIM as at 31 December 2022. Total Return net of tax and charges. C-Class GBP 
Accumulation. Fund class launched on 17 March 2021. Performance is shown for the maximum time 
period which is available in full 12 month periods since launch of the specific class listed here for the fund. 
Past performance is not a guide to the future. The value of an investment and any income taken from it is 
not guaranteed and can go down as well as up, you may not get back the amount you originally invested.

Fund review
The fund delivered a positive return over the quarter, with the key positive contributions to performance 
coming from European ESG index equities and ESG-tilted index exposure to UK investment grade corporate 
bonds. There were no significant detractors to returns.
We reduced exposure to risk assets such as broad market equities and listed infrastructure. For more 
details around this, please see our latest outlook below.
Towards the start of the fourth quarter, we increased exposure to developed market government bonds, 
including sustainable bonds. This was following a sharp increase in bond yields in the first half of 2022; 
we believed that markets would start to turn their attention towards, in our view, the growing potential for a 
US recession. Furthermore, we believed that bond yields had gotten to levels where there was significantly 
more potential for them to fall in the face of a recession, as they have in the past.
We have increased exposure to Japanese ESG index equities (with unhedged exposure to the yen). We now 
expect a large fiscal stimulus in Japan following recent announcements from the government. We believe 
that markets have not yet priced in the potential for this to lead to a meaningful acceleration in consumer 
spending, which should boost Japanese corporate profits at a time when other regions start to slow due to 
recessionary pressure. We reduced exposure to the region towards the end of the quarter following some 
strong performance after the Bank of Japan’s increase to its long-term yield target, but maintain a positive 
view.

Outlook
We continue to hold a pessimistic outlook for developed market economies and expect rapid and 
widespread monetary policy tightening to push much of the world into recession in 2023. This includes 
the US, which we believe is likely to enter recession within the next six months. Against this backdrop, and 
following the recent global equity rally we have downgraded our medium-term view for equities and enter 
2023 with a lower exposure to the asset class. Within equities, we continue to favour Japan, although 
this view has moderated, following the Bank of Japan’s relaxation of its yield curve control policy and the 
subsequent strengthening of the yen.
Despite the breakneck pace of interest rate hikes, the US labour market has remained buoyant. In our view, 
this limits the potential for treasury yields to fall significantly from current levels; we expect policymakers 
will want to see the impact of tighter monetary policy feed through to the labour market via rising 
unemployment before calling an end to their rate-hiking cycle. Consequently, we have downgraded our view 
on government bonds and now hold a neutral view on the asset class. Within government bonds, we favour 
Eurozone bonds over UK nominal gilts, as gilt issuance is set to increase sharply next year, which has the 
potential to push yields higher. In credit, we see potential for spread widening as deteriorating economic 
conditions pressure corporate balance sheets; as such, we maintain our cautious outlook.
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CORE VIEW ON RISK ASSETS
Modestly negative
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Economic cycle
Baseline recession view for 2023. Central 

banks willing to move rates to be restrictive
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Valuations and Sentiment
Sentiment still bearish, but a growing hope 

of a soft landing. Valuations neutral
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Systemic risk
Unwind in the existential/systemic fears 

and credit conditions deteriorating



Important information
This is not a consumer advertisement. It is intended for professional financial advisers and should not be relied upon by private investors or any other per-
sons. The views expressed within this document are those of Legal & General Investment Management Limited, who may or may not have acted upon them. 
Legal & General Investment Management Limited is and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and is the Investment Adviser to the Legal & General 
Multi-Index funds, UK authorised unit trusts. The value of investments and any income from them may fall as well as rise, and investors may get back less 
than they invest. Past performance is not a guide to future performance. Exchange rate changes may cause the value of any overseas investments to rise or 
fall. Multi-Index funds are sensitive to interest rate changes. At times, especially over shorter timescales, lower risk-profiled funds may fall in value by more 
than higher risk-profiled funds. An increase in medium to long-term interest rates is likely to reduce the value of an investment in these funds. The funds invest 
in riskier bonds, known as sub-investment grade bonds. These bonds pay higher interest rates to try to provide more attractive income returns. The value of 
property is generally a matter of valuer’s opinion rather than fact. Details of the specific and general risks associated with the funds mentioned are contained 
in the Key Investor Information document(s). Legal & General (Unit Trust Managers) Limited. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
© 2023 Legal & General Investment Management. All rights reserved. No part of this document may be reproduced in whole or in part without the prior writ-
ten consent of Legal & General Investment Management.
D003904

Contact us
0345 070 8584 www.lgim.com/multi-indexfundsales@lgim.com

Charges may vary

For Professional Clients

Risk profile confirmation statement
The Risk Profile Volatility Band data is supplied by Dynamic Planner. 
Although this product has been designed with Dynamic Planner’s 
model in mind – and these are the risk ratings we specifically 
target – the portfolios can be risk-mapped to different risk profilers. 
Dynamic Planner has assessed the Legal & General Future World ESG 
Multi-Index 5 Fund and their analysis has indicated that the fund has 
remained in line with the fund risk profile 5 (as at 30 September 2022). 
^Expected volatility (as at 31 December 2022) as calculated by LGIM 
using data provided by Dynamic Planner.

Multi-Index	 DP	risk	profile	 Expected 
Fund range volatility band volatility^

7 12.6 – 14.7 14.0

6 10.5 – 12.6 12.1

5 8.4 – 10.5 9.7

4 6.3 – 8.4 7.4

3 4.2 – 6.3 5.5
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Target asset allocation breakdown
All data source LGIM unless otherwise stated. Totals may not sum due to rounding. As at 31 December 2022.

Higher
risk

Lower
risk

*Implemented through futures. 
**Includes a relative position going long defensive stocks (Utilities and Telecoms) and short 
cyclical sectors (Auto and Travel) - implemented through futures. 
***Includes direct exposure to supranational bonds issued by EIB.

Equities 52.0
Legal & General FW ESG North Am Eq Index Fund 16.0

Legal & General FW ESG UK Equity Index Fund 11.8

Legal & General FW ESG Eur ex UK Eq Index Fund** 7.8

Legal & General FW ESG Japan Equity Index Fund 6.5

Legal & General FW ESG EM Equity Index Fund 6.5

Legal & General FW ESG Asia Pac ex Jpn Eq Idx Fd 3.5

Alternatives 7.0
Legal & General Global Real Est Div Index Fund/ 
Thematic baskets 3.5

Legal & General Global Infrastructure Index Fund/ 
Thematic baskets 1.0

Forestry Basket 1.0

L&G Clean Water ETF 0.8

L&G Clean Energy ETF 0.8

Government Bonds 17.0
GBP Sustainable Supranational/Govt Bonds 3.0

USD Sustainable Supranational Bonds 3.0

L&G Global Inflation Linked Bond Index Fund 2.5

US Treasuries* 2.5

EUR Sustainable Government Bonds 2.0

Legal & General All Stocks Gilt Index Trust/Gilts* 1.5

L&G Euro Treasury Bond Index Fund*** 1.0

Australian Government Bonds* 1.0

L&G All Stocks Index Linked Gilt Index Trust 0.5

Credit and EMD 21.0
L&G Net Zero Global Corporate Bond Fund 6.0

L&G ESG GBP Corporate Bond Index ETF 5.0

L&G ESG EM Govt Bond (USD) Index Fund 4.0

Legal & General Active Global HY Bond Fund 2.5

L&G ESG EM Govt Bond (Local Currency) Index Fund 2.5

L&G ESG GBP Corporate Bond 0‑5 Year Index ETF 1.0

Cash 3.0
Cash 3.0


